
 
How Many Meters? 

 
 

Problem:  How does the measurement rule apply to different meter rulers?  Why is it important that scientists use a 
standard measurement unit? 
 
Equipment: 

 Various meter rulers marked to different degrees of precision 
 Assorted objects from the room 

 
Procedure: 

1. Copy the data table from below into your lab notebook. 
2. Measure each of the objects listed in the table with the measuring device listed. 
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Data: 

Object Measuring Device Measurement 

1.Table Top (long direction) m meterstick  

2.Kleenex Box (height) mm ruler  

3.Plastic Tube (long) mm meterstick  

4.Student Whiteboard dm meterstick  

5.Pink Highlighter (length) cm ruler  

6.Penny (thickness) mm ruler  

7.Soda Can (height) dm meterstick  

8.Length of Room Tape measure  

9.Wooden Board (long) m meterstick  

10.Pencil (long) mm ruler  

11.Paperclip (long) mm ruler  

12.Safety Poster (width) cm meterstick  
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Conclusion Questions: 

1. What is the “rule” for using any measuring device?  Explain why this rule is important to follow. 
2. Look at another classmate’s measurements.  How do your measurements compare with the other persons?  In 

general why where your measurements close to each other, or why where they far apart? 
3. Which metric (SI) units would be appropriate for the following measurements: 

a. A piece of paper b.  The length of the hallway c. Distance between Bloomer and Eau Claire 
4. How is having a system of measurement based on the powers of 10 an easy system to use? 
5. Answer the Problem Question. 

DO SOME RESEARCH IN ORDER TO ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS 
6. Technically scientists don’t use the metric system of measurement they use the SI system.  What does the “SI” 

stand for? 
7. Fill in the following table of SI prefixes: 

Prefixes Used with SI Units 

Prefix Symbol Factor Words Example 
giga-  1 000 000 000  one billion  

mega-         1 000 000  one million  
 k               1 000  one thousand  

hecto-                   100  one hundred  
deca-                     10  ten  

–  –                       1  one   
deci-                        0. 1    one tenth  

 c                       0. 01  one hundredth  
 m                       0. 001  one thousandth  

micro                        0. 000 001  one millionth  
nano-                        0. 000 000 001  one billionth  
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